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Abstract 

 

Inaw is an inseparable item of any Ainu ritual. Usually inaw is a little stick with shavings. 

Usually inaw are made of willow. Inaw has been rather well described in ethnographic literature; 

however, its meaning/functions and the etymology of the word inaw still remain to a certain 

extent unclear. According to our data the word inaw originally is a compound of two 

morphemes: i “something” and naw “to curl, and thus i-naw” means simply “shaved”, “curled”. 

Inaw is a universal ‘pure’ item that can hold and transmit ramat. In the system of Ainu religion 

inaw is a universal sacrifice, i.e.: a bridge between the world of people and the world of kamuy, 

a bridge through which ramat can flow from the world of kamuy to the world of people.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Inaw
1
(also can be written inau) is an inseparable/obligatory item of almost any Ainu ritual 

except funeral rituals.  

Inaw is usually a little wood stick more often made of willow but it can be quite a long pole 

(longer than human height). Its wooden pivot is crowned by the plume of curly shavings in most 

cases (see fig. 2). Different inaw (dedicated to different kamuy
2
) are arranged in different ways. 

The pivot of inaw can be covered by carving or notches. Different parts of inaw are named: head, 

hair, mouth, back, legs et c. Inaw can be deprived of its pivot at all and consists of the 

interlacing of shavings only. And also there can be inaw without any shavings.  

Every Ainu house had on its hearth inaw dedicated to Kamuy Huci (the kamuy of the hearth). As 

far as inaw were an inseparable part of Ainu religion, so they were made by males only (Munro 

1962). 

Inaw has been rather well described in ethnographic literature; however, its meaning/functions 

and the etymology of the word inaw still remain to a certain extent unclear. The present text is 

aimed to clarify the etymology of word inaw and the meaning of inaw in the context of Ainu 

religion.  

 

2. The etymology of the word inaw  

 

There are several interpretations of the etymology of word inaw. 

L. Ya. Sternberg considered inaw as a mediator between people and kamuy. He supposed that 

inaw was not a kamuy and wasn’t a sacrifice, but was a live mediator between kamuy and people, 

and that this mediator had an ability to convey need of people to kamuy quickly and eloquently. 

Sternberg interpreted shavings of inaw as tongues; and with those many tongues the mediator 

can quickly and eloquently convey the needs of people (Sternberg 1905: 301).  

                                                           
1
 Ainu terms are written in practical Ainu orthography. 

2
 Kamuy is a key concept of Ainu religion; kamuy can be interpreted as “being/thing filled by vital energy ramat 

and that can share it to other beings” (for more details see: Nonno 2015)  
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And therefore Sternberg offered the following etymology of the word inaw: he supposed that 

initial i in inaw is an epenthetic vowel and, thus, the root is naw, and this root is a compound of 

words ni “tree” and aw “tongue”, and thus inaw means “wooden tongue”  (Sternberg 1905: 304). 

N. A. Nevsky agreed in general with the interpretation of inaw offered by Sternberg, but 

disagreed with etymology offered by Sternberg and offered another etymology: 

 

As far as I can see from your article, you understand the word aw (more precisely, haw) in 

the sense of “tongue” as an organ of speech, while haw actually means “voice”, “speech”, 

“speaking”. Isn’t it better to etymologize the inaw as a compound consisting of the words: 

inu “listen” (enhanced form from nu “listen”) + haw “speaking” (cf. hawe-an “to be 

speaking”, “to have a voice”, “to speak” and, thus, to translate the given word as “listening 

(the words and requests of people) and speaking (about this to the deities)”, that fully 

corresponds to the nature of the inaw found out by you (Nevsky 1996: 382)   

 

Jirō Ikegami supposed that Ainu word inaw probably originated from Orok
3
 word illau or 

Oroch
4
 word ilau which are connected with Manchu verb stem ila-(ila-mbi) “to blossom” and 

word ilha “flower”. Ikegami pointed on the fact that the Tungusic l sound was replaced by n in 

Ainu, because Ainu hasn’t l, and thus, Tungusic l was replaced by n. And also he pointed on the 

fact that if a Tungusic idiom would have borrowed Ainu word inaw, it would have preserved the 

n instead of replacing it with l. Nivkh
5
 word nau is supposed to have originated from the same 

Orok word illau (Ikegami 1980).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Sakhalin, Hokkaidō and Amur (map has been drawn after Bing maps screenshot)  

                                                           
3
 Orok people belong to the Tungusic language family; they live mostly in northern Sakhalin.  

4
 Oroch people live mostly on the Amur river; they belong to the Tungusic language family.  

5
 Nivkh people live in Northern Sakhalin and on the Amur river; their language is considered as an isolated.  
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The etymology offered by Ikegami looks very tendentious. Objections are based on the fact that 

inaw is an Ainu invention because in Ainu culture there are many different types/variants of 

inaw. Borrowings usually go from the areas where an item has many variants/options to the 

areas where it has fewer variants. Also we should note that inaw is a brand of Ainu and so they 

hardly would have borrowed word for inaw from a foreign language.  

 

Etymologies offered by Sternberg and Nevsky look rather ‘metaphysical’, i.e.: usually Ainu 

designations of different material items have more mundane and simpler designations.   

That’s why we suppose that word inaw is a compound of two morphemes: i “something” and 

naw “hook”, “branch”, for instance, the same root can be seen in word naw-ke-p – “hook” 

(Kayano 2005: 339) so i-naw means simply “shaved”, “curled”. 

 

3. Functions of inaw 

 

In order to clarify functions of inaw we can turn to Ainu folklore narratives/mythology since the 

best source about ideas of a certain culture is texts produced by the culture for its own purposes.  

 

In a kamuy yukar
6
 it is said the following: 

 

... sine an to ta puyar tuy ka-ta ci-maka puyar puyat tuy kasi kike-us-pasuy aynu tuki aynu 

tonoto ko-eun hi-ne caunaraye; kike-us-pasuy tuki kata sonko ye kus kamuy-huci kor a 

sonko ye ki kane... 

 

… one day in the opened window kike-us-pasuy
7
, Ainu tuki

8
 and Ainu sake one by one 

enter; the kike-us-pasuy conveys a message from Huci kamuy… (Nevsky 1972: 133)  

 

In this case iku-pasuy plays the role of inaw; and also it is specially noted that the libation stick 

in this case has shavings (kike). In this fragment inaw (kike-us-pasuy) conveys to kamuy 

messages from people.  

 

In an oyna
9
 that described the origin of the practice of inaw can be seen the following fragment:  

 

teeta aynu e-nupur kusu aynu seremak e-nupur kusu kamuy nis ka wa inaw pinne kur inaw 

mat ne mat umurek kamuy a-ran-te a wa...   

 

At one time to make people mighty, to protect the fate of people from the heaven of kamuy 

male inaw and female inaw were sent…   (Nevsky 1972: 111)  

 

At the end of the same oyna can be seen the following fragment:  

 

ta-ne anak-ne a=an-i tasi e=e-nupur kus ne p inaw ne a wa ar kamiasi e-ikka ap e=uk siri ne 

yak-un te wa no anak uwepaketa aynu ke wa kamuy a-e-nomi kuni p inaw ne siri ne-hi tapan 

na 

                                                           
6
 Kamuy yukar is a genre of Ainu folklore; kamuy yukar is more sacral than yukar – heroic epic. In kamuy yukar 

usually act different kamuy.  
7
 Kike-us-pasuy – drinking stick with shavings (see fig. 3). Usual drinking sticks (iku-pasuy) are specially carved 

ceremonial sticks used by Ainu men when making offering of sake to kamuy.  
8
 Tuki is special ceremonial bowl used by Ainu males during the offering sake to kamuy.  

9
 Oyna is a genre of Ainu folklore, oyna are considered to be more sacral than kamuy yukar. According to Ainu 

beliefs, oyna originated from Ainu culture hero Okikurumi.   
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If now you have taken away inaw which were intended to make you mighty and which were 

stolen by a werewolf, so from now on step by step people will carve inaw, and they will offer 

to kamuy nothing else, but inaw (Nevsky 1972: 117).  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. A group of elders performing a ritual; can be seen inaw, iku-pasuy and tuki (image source 

–  Kayano 2005: 200)  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Kike-us-pasuy (image source – Kayano 2005: 205)  

 

We suppose that inaw (lit.: “shaved”, “curled”) is a universal ‘pure’ item that can hold and 

transmit ramat. Munro points on the fact that inaw are pure since trees are generally pure 

“Wood is specially credited with ramat from the great soul or spirit of Shiramba Kamui” 

(Munro 2011: 28).  

And due to this fact inaw evidently is a sacrifice.  

According to Leach an animal or a sacrificial object is a metonymic sign for the donator. 

Engaging a borderline person (a clergyman) to conduct a sacrifice ceremony in a boundary zone, 
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the donator throws a bridge between the world of the deities and the world of people, and the 

power/grace of deities can flow to it over this bridge. 

Inaw evidently is a bridge between the world of people and the world of kamuy, a bridge 

through which ramat can flow from the world of kamuy to the world of people.  

We should especially note that in the current paper we don’t consider the question of the origin 

of inaw, it will be a matter of a future paper.  
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